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information concerning the context of collaboration with users, as well as the context in which users use and consume. For systems to interpret and answer effectively follow-up questions, and recover 15 J. D. Moore Participating in Explanatory Dialogues. Participating in Explanatory Dialogues: Interpreting and. In this dialogue, the user's actions such as clicking on a hypertext link. This involved encoding abstract information about museum objects such as date of in Explanatory Dialogs: Interpreting and Responding to Questions in Context.

Empirical Methods in Discourse: Interpretation & Generation: Papers from the 1995 Spring Symposium by. Marilyn A. Walker (Editor), Johanna D. Moore. Participating in Explanatory Dialogues: Interpreting and Responding to Questions in Context. Johanna D. Moore (University of Pittsburgh). This information allows ambiguous or vague follow-up questions to be interpreted, and context-dependent responses to be given. Although the general approach is well argued and clearly presented, some of the particular details (e.g., of the text plans and representation of the user's cognitive state) occasionally appear ad hoc. Her current research focuses on the generation of personalized explanations in the context of computer-based patient education systems. Here you can find Data Interpretation interview questions with answers and explanation. Why Data Interpretation? In this section you can learn and practice Data Interpretation (Questions with Answers) to improve your skills in order to face the interview, competitive examination and various entrance test (CAT, GATE, GRE, MAT, Bank Exam, Railway Exam etc.) with full confidence. Where can I get Data Interpretation Questions and Answers with Explanation? IndiaBIX provides you lots of fully solved Data Interpretation questions and answers with explanation. Fully solved examples with detailed answe
In order to participate effectively in such a dialog the advisor must be able to respond appropriately to follow-up questions after the initial explanation is given. Moore argues that this requires that the advisor understand the context of these questions, and in particular the context created by the advisor's previous responses. To do this, the advisor must be able to reason about its own previous responses. This theme is developed throughout the book, through the detailed discussion of a particular implementation of the ideas. To participate in a dialogue a system must be capable of reasoning about its own previous utterances. Follow-up questions must be interpreted in the context of the ongoing conversation, and the system's previous contributions form part of this context. Furthermore, if a system is to be able to clarify misunderstood explanations or to elaborate on prior explanations, it must understand what it has conveyed in prior explanations. Previous approaches to generating multisentential texts have relied solely on rhetorical structuring techniques. Johanna D. Moore, Participating in explanatory dialogues: interpreting and responding to questions in context, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1994. 39. Moore, Johanna D., and Paris, Céle L. (1991).